
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for an intelligence analyst, mid.
Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for intelligence analyst, mid

Develop, maintain, and implement a daily review program to ensure data
integrity of nominations
Performs daily review of cyber threat warnings, bulletins, alerts, and incident
reporting documentation and databases produced by the U.S. Government,
Department of Defense, Threat Intelligence Communities, information
sharing organizations, and a variety of open source publications and formats
Conducts research on emerging security threats
Maintains knowledge of adversary activities, including intrusion tactics, attack
techniques and operational procedures
Maintains Situational Awareness and reports on advanced threats, including
Advanced Persistent Threat (APT)
Coordinates with management, stakeholders and team members to deliver
timely and actionable intelligence
Assists with and participates in cyber security assessments and audits both in
terms of controls and risks --supports investigations and resolution of routine
security questions
Maintain close coordination with Vulnerability Management Team regarding
emerging threats
Develops and maintains close engagement with incident responders
Develops, initiates, and/or completes research tasks in support of operational
CBRN defense projects/tasks

Qualifications for intelligence analyst, mid

Example of Intelligence Analyst, Mid Job Description
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Experience and/or education must indicate knowledge of intelligence topics
pertaining to homeland security, including (but not limited to) the intelligence
cycle, counter-terrorism, threat monitoring, infrastructure, cyber-security,
border security
Ability to work in 24/7/365 watch floor environment
Previous Watch floor experience is a plus
Must be able to brief and convey salient information accurately and concisely
2-years of all source intelligence analysis experience with military applications
and a thorough knowledge of SOF i2 operations, intelligence and interagency
processes and procedures
3-months i2 experience preparing Biometrics Enabled Intelligence (BEI),
Forensic Enable Intelligence (FEI), & DOMEX Enabled Intelligence (DEI)


